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Abstract

The article deals with three questions which feed the debates on the school interdisciplinarity. Firstly, why promote interdisciplinarity in basic education? To answer this question requires to make a fast historical reminder of the emergence and the evolution of the interdisciplinarity in the field of education, so as to highlight three distinct readings of interdisciplinarity before presenting four arguments which show the relevance of its use in teaching. Secondly, how can interdisciplinary practices be fostered in education? The results of various works lead us to draw four strong trends, ideal-typical, to which the teachers use in their practices. Thirdly, what are the educational questions and issues raised by such practices, and what challenges must we address to make sure they are properly applied? We then suggest six principles by which to found and describe what we understand by school interdisciplinarity. A definition of the school interdisciplinarity is then moved forward. To conclude, we call back to mind a few aspects which appear essential when contemplating the use of interdisciplinarity in school, what leads us to place this one with regard to the transdisciplinarity.
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1. Introduction

Over the past few decades, most of the new teaching curricula in the Western world from primary school up through university have advocated the use of interdisciplinarity, as shown, for example, by the 2010 special issue of the journal Issues in Integrative Studies (Lenoir & Klein, 2010) as regards primary and secondary education in nine Anglophone, Francophone and Hispanic societies. In this article, we will examine interdisci-
ciplinarity only in connection with these last levels of instruction. The interested reader can consult Klein (1990, 1996, 2002, 2010) and Lenoir and Hasni (2010) for the taxonomy of interdisciplinarity to which we will be referring in this text as needed.

The three guiding questions of this article are as follows: Why promote interdisciplinarity in basic education? How can interdisciplinary practices be fostered in education? What are the educational questions and issues raised by such practices, and what challenges must we address to make sure they are properly applied? Indeed, good intentions are not enough: simply recognizing the need for interdisciplinarity in the face of contemporary social realities, or pointing to a paradigm of complexity (Morin, 1990), will not suffice.

To answer these three questions, as a refresher, we will begin with a sociohistorical overview. The intent will not be to give a detailed account of how interdisciplinarity emerged in the field of education or evolved over the 20th century. Instead, we wish, first, to highlight the existence of three different fundamental conceptions of interdisciplinarity in education, which, in our view, should be complementary. Second, we will set forth a number of arguments to justify the use of interdisciplinarity in basic education. Third, we will point out four unsatisfactory interdisciplinary trends that are nevertheless frequent in classrooms. These trends have emerged from a literature review, as well as analysis of teacher discourse and practices in the context of our researches. In contrast, we will give a first definition of interdisciplinarity in schools, or “school interdisciplinarity,” which will be elaborated upon later in the text. Fourth, we will address the issue of applying interdisciplinarity in light of three aspects: firstly, we will distinguish between school interdisciplinarity and other fields of interdisciplinary application. Secondly, we will suggest six principles that should guide the implementation of interdisciplinarity in education. Of course, we will only have the space to mention what we consider to be the most important points in this regard. Thirdly, based on our previous characterization of school interdisciplinarity and these principles, we will present a descriptive definition of school interdisciplinarity, as a complement to the first characterization. Finally, in conclusion, this article will underline the importance of taking into account the purposes and the specificities of school subjects in any interdisciplinary classroom approach. It will then draw a link between the interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary perspectives while stressing the need, in education, to take into account common sense knowledge and practices that accompany ways of thinking and acting in everyday life; what is needed is to anchor teaching-learning situations in the complexity of life. Finally, the chapter will offer up a reflection on the evolution of curricula from an inter- or transdisciplinary perspective. Even if they must adapt to the realities and requirements of our times, the curricula in primary and secondary school should not fall into an exacerbated individualistic utilitarianism in their attempt to provide young generations with basic human and social education that is rich, diversified and open.

2. Historical Perspective

Interdisciplinarity has been a preoccupation of school systems since the end of the 19th
In the United States and has been the subject of numerous debates since then (Boix-Mansilla & Lenoir, 2010; Klein, 1990; Kliebard, 1992). Only in the 1960s and 1970s, however, with the development of economic and cultural globalization, the internationalization of exchanges, and various social and economic pressures, did it significantly emerge in the European world (Ansart, 1990), and later still in the Spanish-speaking world (Fazenda, 1994, 1995; Miñana Blasco, 2001). This has been documented in particular by the articles published in the special issue edited by Lenoir and Klein (2010), which respectively provide a historical portrait of the emergence of interdisciplinarity in basic education in North America (United States, Ontario and Quebec), South America (Colombia), Europe (Spain, France and Switzerland), and Australia. While these articles may show that the conditions and circumstances under which interdisciplinarity emerged are different in each country, they also show that “the emergence of the concept can essentially be traced to two sources: government decisions and economic pressures in line with the requirements of a global market economy” (p. xi). They also suggest the existence of “a close link today between the competency-based approach and the recourse to the interdisciplinary perspective in curricula” (p. xi), a link which, moreover, is based on various epistemological foundations and/or neoliberal and/or utilitarian perspectives.

It is worth noting here that each society has approached the issue of interdisciplinarity in its school system in its own way, depending on its unique historical, political, cultural, social, educational, and other features. An anecdote eloquently attests to these different interpretations of educational realities. In 2002 a reform of initial teacher education was announced during a departmental assembly at the university where we work, in a context where the previous reform had not yet been completed and the new one was to be applied the following year. Several of our colleagues had the reaction, “What are we going to do?” This reaction left an impression on us. During a trip to France the following month, Professor Lenoir presented this issue to colleagues at the universities of Nantes and Toulouse. Their reaction was completely different. They asked, “Why the reform?” “How does it change the training content?” Two months later, Lenoir found himself at the Catholic Pontifical University of São Paulo where he had been invited by his colleague Ivani Fazenda. Her reaction and the reaction of her students to whom he had presented the same issue were still different: “Would I feel good in this reform?” These were three very different reactions to the same situation, already indicating the existence of distinct interpretations.

By more extensively examining the Anglophone North American and Francophone European perspectives (and, later, a certain Latin American and Brazilian perspective), we have been able to identify a series of factors that might explain the existence of distinct socio-historical logics and their underlying rationales. These logics can be illustrated based on a second real-life anecdote. In 2000, at an international conference, Professor Lenoir invited 32 researchers from various European countries (Belgium, France, Switzerland), North America (Canada, United States), and South America (Argentina, Brazil, Chili). The European participants extensively discussed the relevance of
implementing interdisciplinarity, the meaning it should be given, and its impact on the hierarchy of scientific disciplines. Gordon Vars and Julie Klein then took the floor and wrote on a board to explain, in a few very systematic points, how interdisciplinarity can be operationalized. As for the Brazilians, they put on music and projected slides...

Although we must avoid over-generalization and caricature, these two concrete examples taken from direct experience, and supported by critical analysis of publications originating from these three cultures, show just how differently the notion of interdisciplinarity can be interpreted. We have been able to highlight the existence of three distinct logics (Figure 1) that result from sociohistorical and cultural factors (Lenoir, 1999, 2002, 2005; Lenoir & Hasni, 2004; Lenoir, Hasni, & Froelich, 2015; Lenoir, Rey, & Fazenda, 2001). In Francophone Europe, and especially France, interdisciplinarity is strongly marked by rational Cartesian thought and the influence of philosophers (including Voltaire) and the Encyclopedists in the Enlightenment period. Hence, in this country, the search for meaning, rational logic, and consequently the epistemological perspective and the relationship to knowledge are central to interdisciplinary reflection. In the school context, the debate most often centers on protecting disciplines’ specific identities, rather than forging interdisciplinary links (Durkheim, 1969; Stichweh, 1991). Socialization in the school context, for its part, is above all conceived as the transmission of cultural heritage in direct connection with a universalist vision consistent with the French Republican model.

In the United States, which is dominated by an instrumental (pragmatic and organizational) educational perspective (Klein & Newell, 1996; Newell, 2001), school interdisciplinarity is thought of as a search for operational answers to questions that arise within society. This focus on solving societal problems can be characterized as a “project” interdisciplinarity (Klein, 1990; Klein & Newell, 1996; Lenoir, Hasni, & Froelich, 2015) in which the knowledge involved is immediately useful and operational. In schools, the importance of know-how is clearly illustrated by publications that give operational methods for applying interdisciplinarity in class (e.g., Clarke & Agne, 1997; Fogarty, 1991, 1993; Frazee & Rudnitski, 1995; Jacobs, 1989; Pollard & Tann, 1987; Tann, 1988; Vars, 1993). As noted in Lenoir, Hasni and Froelich (2015), “In the United States, the focus on the functionality of learning can be traced back to the pragmatism established at the end of the 19th century. This pragmatism should be associated with the preoccupation, dating to the same period, with placing the individual student at the heart of learning (the “subject pole”). Indeed, the need to socially integrate masses of immigrants necessitated a focus on pedagogical practices (to facilitate learning processes) and socialization processes (to foster civic skills). These two fundamental traits of the North American curricular conception have underpinned the professionalizing orientation of its education system. In the United States, the priority appears to be the adherence to the “virtues” and values of American society (personal

1“This French Republican tradition […] posits state guaranteed non-domination as a definition of liberty, and is built on the foundation of individuals’ ability to go beyond individual interests and adherences in order to work together in constructing an egalitarian political society” (Lenoir, Hasni, & Froelich, 2015: p. 44).
skills) as well as know-how geared toward problem solving” (p. 66). Hence, the French epistemological search for meaning stands in contrast to American functionality, even if this does not preclude the existence of other interdisciplinary currents in the school context (Lenoir, Hasni, & Froelich, 2015).

In addition to these two distinct approaches to interdisciplinary—one primarily involving knowledge and the other know-how and certain personal skills—it is important to acknowledge a third, which is strongly expressed in a certain Brazilian conception of interdisciplinary. The perspective adopted in this case is clearly phenomenological and involves a symbolic interactionism. The emphasis is on the actor as a medium for interdisciplinary, and therefore on the subjectivity of individuals who are integrated into everyday life and on their methodological intersubjectivity. The main concern is the process of continually constructing the individual in a situation, a proc-

Figure 1. Three distinct readings of interdisciplinarity.
ess involving not only self-knowledge, but also knowledge of others (Fazenda, 1994, 1998). In the Brazilian logic, which is profoundly subjective (and intersubjective), school interdisciplinarity is mainly focused neither on a reflexive function with regard to knowledge, nor on a pragmatic function. The predominant aim is rather to pursue the realization of the human subject by stressing the integrating “I”, not the relationships between disciplines, and even less functional and pragmatic action. From this affective perspective, interdisciplinarity above all has to do with the internal interactions of the subject, as he or she searches for answers to personal questions. The idea might be described as an introspective interdisciplinarity that is founded on a search for the self. We will come back to these three perspectives at the end of the following section in order to underscore the need for complementary relationships between these perspectives in school interdisciplinarity.

3. Why Implement Interdisciplinarity in Basic Education?

Why promote interdisciplinarity in basic education? By which arguments can it be justified? In other words, which aims can be pursued thanks to school interdisciplinarity, as opposed to monodisciplinarity which means the appeal to a single discipline?

Of course, in this regard, it is important to recognize the complexity of the natural, human, and social reality in which we live, as well as the fragmentation of the knowledge transmitted in schools. This perspective has been elaborately presented and described by Klein (2002), Morin (1977-1991, 1990), and Torres Santomé (1998), among others. We will merely note this central argument for interdisciplinarity in passing. But in the context of youth education, we would like to point out other arguments that directly bear on teaching-learning processes. These arguments are based on the fact that school learning takes place in a specific context, namely the physically closed space of the classroom, that is, a system of interactions among students and between the students and the teacher. We would thus consciously like to examine aspects that are less often considered when dealing with interdisciplinarity in general. Some of these are related to the four arguments that Klein (2002) suggests on an educational level: a profound transformation and restructuring of knowledge; educational reforms that have introduced new curricular connections with a view to integration; the focus on solving real-life problems; and the concern for developing critical thinking.

It is important to recall, first of all, that students 6 to 16 - 17 years old do not generally study out of a love for the school disciplines, but instead, one might say, out of a “love” for the teacher. More specifically, although we could not develop here the entire set of arguments that originally stemmed from dialectic Hegelian thinking and that has been developed by so many researchers, including Kojève (1947), Lacan (1966) and Honneth (2013)—and well before them by Spinoza (1842), who described it as the essence of human nature and the driver of action (the conatus)—the student strives to capture the desire to know that he/she decodes in the eyes, attitudes, and discourse of the teacher. The student’s behavior in class is then dictated not by the need to know, but originally by social, intellectual, and affective relationships that he/she develops
with the teacher with the intent of appropriating the qualities decoded in the teacher and obtaining recognition of value as a human being. A love of knowledge may develop only subsequently. The teacher’s role is therefore crucial. An interdisciplinary approach in this context assumes an important function of facilitation; however, it will only do so insofar as it takes into account the following.

First, interdisciplinarity requires teaching-learning situations that are meaningful to students. The situation must be contextualized, and such a contextualization must necessarily be multi-dimensional, given that, to be understood the situation requires an interdisciplinary approach. Yet for many students, distinguishing between everyday life and school life is problematic.

Scholars such as Bernard Rey of the Université Libre de Bruxelles have observed misunderstandings that arise when students are confronted with a proposed situation. Let us take a real-life example: when Professor Rey, who had been invited to a classroom, asked students how to take the train to go home, the route to take, the distance, the duration of the trip (which required the use of mathematical and geographical knowledge), a student immediately answered him that he shouldn’t worry, that his father was not working that day and would be pleased to drive him to the station on time. Joël Bisault (2011), of the École normale supérieure de Cachan à Paris, has likewise underlined problems of interpretation in school assignments among primary students by showing that some adopt a “domestic point of view.” This misunderstanding has also been noted in other studies of classroom practices in Quebec. For example, a study of four teachers’ instruction on plant parts (biology) shows that hypothetical situations that are strongly anchored in everyday life (an aunt’s organization of a food shopping basket into fruits and vegetables) can be an obstacle to posing scientific problems. In this case, the students’ interpretations of the situation led them to focus their verbal exchanges on their everyday knowledge of fruits (such as their sweetness and juiciness) or on men and women’s culinary skills (use of fruits and vegetables) (Hasni, 2011).

There is a real trap that students can become engaged in exclusively relational, affective, domestic, and other readings of the situation if the contextualization remains superficial and incomplete. This problem persists in secondary school. We will come back to this problem when discussing the fourth point on the importance of contextualization. Suffice it to say that if contextualization is not adequately developed, there is a risk that students will differently interpret the instructions and tasks given by their teachers, because they will not decode the school task within the situation. The issue is with the student’s task, as opposed to the child’s or adolescent’s task, that is expected of them, because they may perceive only the visible (external) facet of the task to complete. They might also be unable to assign meaning to the situation or the task itself (the internal context) and lose interest and motivation in the work that is expected; in short, they “disconnect.” Indeed, this is one of the factors leading to a lack of interest in school and cases of dropout. In short, the interdisciplinary perspective in school fosters students’ search for meaning, in terms of the knowledge (epistemological perspective), the subject (ontological perspective), and the engagement in life activities (social perspective)
that are involved.

Second, because of the need to use varied disciplinary knowledge, interdisciplinarity calls for the use of what Boix-Mansilla (2010) refers to as a pragmatic constructionist epistemology. The fundamental raison d’être of such a pluralist epistemological concept is to promote and support students’ construction of meaning. Precisely because students struggle to distinguish between everyday life and school life, between common sense learning and school-related learning, we believe it is necessary to use the springboard of teaching-learning processes that involve situations anchored in reality. This allows teachers to leverage students’ life experiences, as well as the pragmatic notions and concepts that they use in their everyday lives and that are indispensable for organizing action. Vygotsky (Rieber & Carton, 1987) had already established a link between everyday concepts and scientific conceptualization processes. Real-life situations allow students to invest themselves based on their life experiences, so that they can inter-subjectively debate their different conceptions, and then, with the teacher’s help, progress toward the use of scientific approaches. Even if, in everyday life, students communicate, construct knowledge, solve problems, and carry out experiments, these different processes tend to come down to common sense. School should be a place where they make the transition from these processes acquired in everyday life to scientific approaches that involve a critical and well-considered objectivization of actions that are carried out systematically and explicitly: communicating, conceptualizing, problem-solving, and experimenting. To address only this last process, a distinction must be made between giving an opinion and conducting an experiment. This is why trial and error, and empirical efforts at understanding, are a point of departure that must be moved beyond from an integrative perspective. The interdisciplinary perspective precisely requires the interrelated use of a number of scientific processes.

Student action is therefore a point of departure, but also a stumbling block. Education must indeed focus on the need to apprehend a subject who is “capable,” who can say “I can” or “I cannot,” and not only epistemological subjects who “know,” who master knowledge and who can say “I know” or “I do not know.” Interdisciplinarity carries with this conception of an inseparable bond between cognition and functional action, for “I can” if “I know.” Allow us to give a real-life example that illustrates the need to anchor teaching-learning processes in the realities of students. When Professor Lenoir was invited to a classroom by a teacher in order to do a science activity, Lenoir asked the students, based on the program objectives at the time, to design, draw, describe, and explain the production and functioning of an object that could make noise as it moved (thereby using science, technology, drawing, and French). The students worked in teams and one of them helped out most of these teams. However, before entering the classroom, the teacher had told Lenoir that the student who was helping all the others was the most difficult, the least cooperative; that was why he was seated at the back of the class. When Lenoir congratulated the student, who was one of the most pleasant and helpful during the entire activity, for his valuable help and the quality of guidance he gave to other students, he also asked how he had developed these skills. The student
answered that his father was an engineer and that he liked to imitate him. This may have been a happy coincidence, yet interdisciplinarity clearly offers the possibility of giving meaning to learning activities.

A third contribution of interdisciplinarity in basic education has to do with the need for complementarity and overlap in the scientific processes to which we have just referred. Rather than naively or unconsciously—or neglectfully—employing only problem solving, interdisciplinarity can (among other things via a problem- or project-based approach) support the development of integrating learning processes. It is able to do so through the use of several approaches required by the necessary complementarity of diverse disciplinary outlooks, namely conceptualization, problem-solving, communicational, experimental, and other approaches. It also stresses the fact that problematization is central to a teaching/learning process, and that scientific approaches are cognitive processes that must in themselves be an object of learning. It is impossible, for instance, to produce an experiment protocol without having first conceptualized the experiment’s components; and the results, for their part, require a communicational approach.

Fourth, and this point connects with the question of metacognition and the self-regulation of learning, interdisciplinarity is only genuinely meaningful if metacognitive processes are introduced and promoted by the teacher, and if they are applied by the students. What has been observed in everyday life is that teachers teach knowledge, sometimes by making links between different school disciplines, but they forget or neglect the metacognitive processes that are indispensable to ensure effective learning. While they are often led to ask students whether they enjoy an activity, and hence call upon affective dimensions, they forget the cognitive and procedural dimensions. Indeed, only rarely does one hear a teacher asking the students, “What have we just learned?” “How did we arrive at this knowledge?” “What pathway, what steps have we taken?” “What difficulties did we come up against?” “How did we resolve these difficulties?” etc. Students’ initial representations need to be collected and held on to so that they can be referred to and compared during a culminating synthesis’ activity, in order to take stock of the cognitive ground that has been covered.

The following example clearly illustrates this absence of a metacognitive process: in a class during last year of primary school, a teacher gave students an aerial photograph of their village. Several students immediately said that the picture was of Quebec. We will not describe all the activities held by the teacher, including a field trip to the village with direct observation, graphic representations, the production of texts, etc. Following these activities, the same students said, “We knew it all along, it’s our village!” thereby forgetting their initial representations, which had not been collected. Moreover, the teacher had not given the students an opportunity to apply the metacognitive processes that would have allowed them to integrate both the procedural processes by which they had constructed the new knowledge and the knowledge itself. As a result, there was no guarantee that this knowledge had been acquired and that the capacity to reinvest it in the future had been developed.
In the few points, we have just presented to justify the use of interdisciplinarity in basic education and to discuss a few of its aims. The reader will note that we have called upon the mind, the hand, and the heart, that is to say, the cognitive, pragmatic, and ontological dimensions.

4. Interdisciplinary Conceptions and Practices That Are Inappropriate to the Teaching-Learning Process

It is not enough to use the word “interdisciplinarity” for a given practice to accurately correspond to the concept. The many studies we have conducted for almost 30 years on teaching practices in Quebec have allowed us to identify Quebec teachers’ representations of interdisciplinarity at school as well as its implementation in their teaching practices (Lenoir & Hasni, 2010). The results of this research in schools have brought to light that interdisciplinarity exhibits a polysemy sometimes bordering on cacophony (Fourez, Maingain, & Dufour, 2002). This polysemy is of little help in circumscribing the term’s meaning(s) in terms of its scientific basis. The word is clearly fraught with incoherence that has led to errors and obscurities. The concept of interdisciplinarity is given multiple significations that create semantic confusion, to say the least, and ultimately practices that are not so interdisciplinary. Analysis over the past 30 years has identified four groups of conceptions and teaching practices in the school context—pseudo-interdisciplinary, hegemonic, eclectic and holistic—which show different degrees of proximity to the scientific foundations of school interdisciplinarity (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. The poles of interdisciplinary practice.](image-url)
Placed on a cartesian axis (x and y), these four dominant approaches make up the extreme poles of two intersecting continua. The x axis (holism-eclecticism) concerns the degree of fusion or dispersion of school disciplines, while the y axis (hegemony-pseudo-interdisciplinarity) concerns the intensity of relations between disciplines, ranging from domination to the absence of real links. The two-sided arrows ac and bd illustrate the fact that interdisciplinary practices can be associated with one approach or lie somewhere between two approaches. The circle at the center of the diagram represents the interdisciplinary perspective we will present further on.

The results of various research show that a theme-based pseudo-interdisciplinary is especially often preferred by first-cycle primary teachers. This tendency is mainly caused by their significant preoccupation with awakening student interest, in which case the relational and psycho-affective dimensions (together with the organizational dimension) take up a preponderant place in their interventions with students, to the detriment of cognitive dimensions. On the other side of the spectrum, the hegemonic approach, in which certain disciplines are in fact no more than a pretext for teaching other disciplines, may be explained by the priority certain teachers give to teaching the language of instruction. The eclectic approach, which is profoundly destructuring, since, to quote Jacobs (1989), it perceives learning content as a “pot-pourri” from which one can pick at random, is also commonly observed in teaching practices. The holistic approach, which is based on the negation of all disciplinary specificities in the name of a natural approach, is frequently observed among teachers adhering to pedagogical conceptions that promote an open and active pedagogy centered on student interest, thereby sidelining cognitive objectives. These four approaches are in some cases used by teachers whose primary aim is to meet curricular requirements from a strictly administrative point of view. When this happens, these approaches serve mostly as justifications for the absence or near-absence of the teaching of certain school disciplines that are officially mandatory and planned for in the program, but in fact considered secondary from a societal point of view. This situation especially applies to the teaching of the arts, natural sciences, and humanities. These different trends have been presented in Lenoir and Klein (2010). For example, pseudo-interdisciplinarity, if not eclecticism, can be found in Australia (Long, Moran, & Harris, 2010) and eclecticism, along with the hegemonic perspective and holism, can be found in Colombia (Rodriguez & Miñana Blasco, 2010). Likewise, the hegemonic perspective can be noted in teaching practices in Ontario (Clausen & Drake, 2010). It has also been identified in an article by Baillat and Niclot on France (2010) and an article by Segovia, Lupiániez, Molina et al. on Spain (2010).

The discourse on interdisciplinarity therefore conceals practices most often marked by the primacy of certain socially valued disciplines and a dilution of the socialized knowledge of “secondary” disciplines, in favor of gaining time for the teaching of primary disciplines. Among many other results, we have highlighted the strong hierarchy of school disciplines. The reasons are not primarily school-related, but social, political, and ideological-economic. The importance of the disciplines does not, however, depend
a priori on government discourse, which is also influenced by pressure from lobbies and social groups. Their importance depends on the value that society and institutions actually assign to them. In this vein, British sociology research [especially by (Bernstein, 1971a, 1971b) and (Young, 1971), who contrast a compartmentalized curriculum with an integrated one] underscores the intrinsic hierarchical character of a compartmentalized curriculum and the very powerful process of social selection and control that it implies.

Moreover, it can be hypothesized that teachers’ use of “interdisciplinary” practices is based on two key preoccupations: first, gaining time, and second, boosting student interest and motivation viathematic approaches or projects. The cognitive contributions ultimately receive little consideration. This state of affairs connects with the “practical logic” of Bourdieu (1980). Practices are “practical” in that they are “capable of producing intrinsically coherent practices” (p. 145) in a given situation, and in that they involve the principle of an economy of logic. In other words, they are simple and useful because they are based solely on a few generative principles that are strongly interrelated and impose the structuring of (and structuring within) action. In short, this logic—which we associate with the world of common sense—can be easily mastered, managed, and put into practice, thus requiring little time and energy.

In contrast to these different and more or less skewed interpretations, we consider that school interdisciplinarity postulates the establishment of mutual dependence, free of predominance or neglect, between school subjects. We will come back to this point. Such an epistemological, social, and political posture leads to a different reading of curricular components, one based on a search for the specific identity of each discipline (its place and function on the cognitive and social levels) as well as the complementarity of contents that is needed in order to apprehend, communicate, and relate to natural, human, and social reality. This posture also calls for a critical position toward the hierarchy of school disciplines and the resulting function of social selection. To return to the perspective developed by Bernstein, the “serial” (additive or cumulative) conception of curriculum implies opacity, rigidity, and hierarchy, while the “integrated” (we might say “integrative”) conception promoted by interdisciplinarity involves permanent interactivity, a sharing of power between teachers and between teachers and students, and a necessary transparency about the aims and goals that are being pursued.

5. The Specificity and Characteristics of School Interdisciplinarity

To avoid falling into one or another of these four conceptions, which do not fully characterize what is expressed by school interdisciplinarity, we must first distinguish the concept from other forms of interdisciplinarity. We will then suggest six principles by which to found and describe what we understand by school interdisciplinarity.

5.1. School Interdisciplinarity and Other Fields of Interdisciplinary Operationalization

Interdisciplinarity, which, as we have mentioned, is a very polysemic notion, is imple-
mented in a variety of fields of human activity based on distinct societal aims. When examining the aims pursued, the angle of approach to reality that is adopted, and the choice of subjects that are dealt with, we can distinguish four fields of interdisciplinary operationalization: academic interdisciplinarity, school interdisciplinarity, professional (or vocational) interdisciplinarity, and practical interdisciplinarity (Figure 3).

As Hermerén (1985) notes, all four fields of interdisciplinary operationalization can be approached, depending on the problems and preoccupations at hand, from three angles, namely organization, research, and teaching. We would like to add a fourth angle of approach, namely practice. In other words, in each field, interdisciplinarity can be investigated (research), taught (teaching), or put into practice (application). The matter of organization in fact applies to all cases. According to Hermerén (1985), organizational issues directly influence teaching and research: all interdisciplinary activity, whether research, teaching or other, is confronted with the challenge of organization from various standpoints (institutional, interpersonal, structural, cognitive, etc.). A critical review of numerous studies (Hasni & Lenoir, 2001), essentially in the United States, have looked into this problematic dimension of managing interdisciplinarity, especially in research, but also in teaching, revealing that socio-ideological issues and organizational problems in particular are the main obstacles to using interdisciplinarity in research and teaching. In sum, it is extremely important to clarify, from the outset, the goals pursued (the “why”), the target intended (the “whom”), and the subjects dealt with (the “what”).

5.1.1. Practical Interdisciplinarity

Practical interdisciplinarity refers to the practical experience that an individual acquires and uses to solve everyday problems of managing individual and societal life. It is leveraged to address practical, technical, and procedural problems, and clearly stands apart from other operational fields of interdisciplinarity in the following ways:

- It is essentially based on experience that individuals have acquired or will acquire (experiential knowledge) in various areas or everyday situations.
- It is instrumental in nature and is applied to resolving problems and situations of daily life.

![Figure 3. Fields of operationalization and angles of approach associated with interdisciplinarity.](image-url)
As a result, it appears as natural as the prose of Molière’s famous would-be noble Monsieur Jourdain, as Fourez (1994) mentions: “when doing odd jobs or making hygiene-related choices, for example, we are constantly connecting elements from the natural sciences, issues of economy or ecology, and aesthetic choices” (p. 81). A mechanic repairing a car, a cook making mayonnaise, a gardener pruning plants, a speculator “playing” the stock market, or a bus driver driving his public vehicle all use procedural knowledge, experiential knowledge, and more or less routine and conscious practices from various horizons, including disciplinary, technical, and professional ones.

5.1.2. Academic and School Interdisciplinarity

Interdisciplinarity in the realm of the school (“school” interdisciplinarity) should be clearly distinguished from interdisciplinarity in the realm of scholarly research (“academic” interdisciplinarity), with regard to its aims, objects, application methods, and system of reference. The former requires major adjustments with regard to the latter. Too many attempts have been nothing more than direct transplantations from the scholarly context to the school. As is the case for many nomadic concepts (Stengers, 1987), a migration to other fields of application entails reinterpretations of meaning and changes in content and scope, which must be taken into account when dealing with interdisciplinarity. This is why, just as a distinction exists between a discipline in the scholarly context and a discipline (or school subject) in the school context, it is important to distinguish between “academic interdisciplinarity” and “school interdisciplinarity.” Table 1 presents a few of the distinctions between these two fields of interdisciplinary operationalization. They are sufficiently clear, in our view, as to require no further commentary.

As a result, while recognizing that school disciplines are organized “according to a schema which is similar or analogous but not identical” (Sachot, 1993) to that of the academic disciplines, it is important to acknowledge that they have different aims, objects, methods of application, and references. It is therefore important to be very cautious when importing concerns and taxonomies from one domain to another, and to acknowledge this fundamental distinction.

5.1.3. Professional Interdisciplinarity

Professional (or vocational) interdisciplinarity, for its part, has to do with the integration of a set of processes and knowledge (academic and practical) to develop the skills and competencies required by a given occupation. It requires going beyond the usual characteristics of interdisciplinarity. Any professional training requires the integration of a set of approaches and knowledge geared toward the development of professional skills and competencies required by the given occupation. As a result, unless it is considered a more or less connected addition of disciplines, this training involves a basic interdisciplinary approach. Because the aim of training is to master a professional action, it is not enough to be able to establish links between academic disciplines; things need to move to another level that goes beyond disciplinary and interdisciplinary edu-
Table 1. Differentiation between academic interdisciplinarity and school interdisciplinarity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Academic interdisciplinarity</strong></th>
<th><strong>School interdisciplinarity</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aims</strong></td>
<td><strong>Aims</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is aimed at producing new knowledge and responding to social needs:</td>
<td>Is aimed at teaching academic knowledge and educating social actors:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- by making links between the branches of science</td>
<td>- by setting up the most appropriate conditions to initiate and sustain students’ development of integrative processes and their appropriation of knowledge as cognitive products, which requires arranging school knowledge in curriculum, instructional theory, and teaching strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- by establishing a hierarchy (ordering of academic disciplines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- by epistemological structuring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- by understanding the different disciplinary perspectives through via a re-establishment of communication links between disciplinary discourses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Epistemological options</strong></td>
<td><strong>Epistemological options</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational perspective: establishment of complementary, converging, and interconnecting links</td>
<td>Relational perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ampliative perspective: filling the gap observed between two existing sciences or between several sciences, thus leading to the emergence of new disciplines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restructuring perspective: questioning the very nature of knowledge and promoting the emergence of a new conception and a new structure of academic knowledge to overcome their compartmentalization and “protective” boundaries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objects</strong></td>
<td><strong>Objects</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic disciplines</td>
<td>School disciplines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methods of application</strong></td>
<td><strong>Methods of application</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involves the concept of research:</td>
<td>Involves the concept of teaching and education:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- takes knowledge as its system of reference</td>
<td>- takes the learning subject as its element of reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference system</strong></td>
<td><strong>Reference system</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addresses a discipline as a science (scholarly and certified knowledge)</td>
<td>Addresses a discipline as a school subject (school knowledge), and hence a reference system that is not restricted to the sciences, but involves diverse components (pedagogical, moral, political, cultural, economic, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consequences</strong></td>
<td><strong>Consequences</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leads to the production of new disciplines by various means</td>
<td>Leads to the creation of complementary links between school disciplines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

cation by integrating the following:
- The vocational project (a logic of action) that underlies training and gives it legitimacy;
- The development of the required professional skills and competencies.
The vocational training process consequently cannot remain at the interdisciplinary
level (interrelationship between knowledges). Instead, it requires the use of knowledge that could be described as a disciplinary. This knowledge consists of social practices of reference that are dissociated from professional actions and that interact dynamically with theoretical knowledge to guide professional action. Professional training therefore concerns not only disciplinary knowledge and other certified knowledge, but also social practices of reference, made up of explicit and implicit (incorporated) skills and competencies. What is required, in sum, is transdisciplinarity.

5.2. Foundational Principles for School Interdisciplinarity

In order to characterize school interdisciplinarity, we suggest six principles for understanding the relationships that need to be established between various school disciplines in order to promote and support an interdisciplinary approach in teaching practices.

5.2.1. There Can Be No Interdisciplinarity without School Disciplines

The first principle is that there can be no interdisciplinarity without disciplinarity, that is, without formalized cognitive contents, and without their related instrumental and procedural methods, which we refer to in the educational jargon as “learning processes,” i.e., methodological processes that make it possible to construct the knowledge prescribed by the curriculum, to experiment it, to resolve it, to communicate it. Although this might be construed as stating the obvious, we would like to recall, following Newell (1998, 1990), Petrie (1992) and Wineburg and Grossman (2000), that reflection on interdisciplinarity is only meaningful in a disciplinary context and that it “presupposes at least two reference disciplines as well as the presence of reciprocal action” (Germain, 1991: p. 143). The term “interdisciplinarity” itself makes this relationship as a requirement: “inter-disciplinarity” subsumes “disciplinarity”! Numerous definitions of interdisciplinarity that have been researched attest to this position by admitting, at the very least, some kind of relationship between various core components of at least two disciplines, i.e., subjects, contents, processes, techniques, etc.

5.2.2. School Interdisciplinarity Is Neither Any of the Earlier Mentioned Trends, Nor a Mere Addition of Disciplinary Elements

The second principle is that interdisciplinarity is not based on a cumulative perspective, just as a house is more than just a pile of bricks, to paraphrase a metaphor from Poincaré. Indeed, interdisciplinarity is incompatible with the tendency to believe that mere physical proximity between people—in this case teachers of different subjects—would be enough to make an educational activity interdisciplinary. Nor is interdisciplinarity compatible with an “additive” vision of disciplines and content. Moreover, it is insufficient to acknowledge the multidimensionality of a real-life situation and the possibility of interpreting it in different ways to bring about interdisciplinarity. The fact that students may be taking a course in one or more other disciplines does not make their education interdisciplinary; at first glance, in any case, we are dealing with multidisciplinary, if not eclectic, education. Nor does a field trip to a farm, and the subsequent use
of this theme to produce activities in French, mathematics, science, arts, etc., make the approach interdisciplinary. In this case we are dealing with pseudo-interdisciplinarity that is in fact pluridisciplinary in nature. Gusdorf (1967) refers to this frequent “magical mentality” toward interdisciplinarity as an erroneous view that consists in “bringing together specialists from different areas believing that such an encounter would be sufficient to establish a common ground and common language between these individuals who, in fact, have nothing in common” (p. 1089).

5.2.3. Interdisciplinarity Is Only a Means to an End, Namely the Integration of Learning Processes and Knowledge

The third principle, and perhaps the most important in our view, is that interdisciplinarity in education belongs to the means, rather than the ends. The aim of interdisciplinarity is the integration of learning processes and the integration of the resulting knowledge. The purpose of using interdisciplinarity is to foster the mobilization of knowledge and processes with a view to realizing and successfully carrying out an action. In other words, it is to promote and facilitate students’ integration of integrating processes and integrated knowledge, as well as their mobilization and application of these elements in real-life situations. It therefore requires the establishment of integrative approaches by the teacher, and not the imposing of an integrated curriculum where the integrating process itself has already been established from outside, from above, by the designers of the curriculum, textbooks or activities.

Interdisciplinarity consequently requires the adoption of a socio-constructivist epistemological posture, given that it requires that learning subjects obtain recognition and assert themselves as knowledge producers, and requires that this conceptualization process be part and parcel of the social context. Students’ experience of reality is then no longer a representation of the world “as it is” but rather, as Stengers (1993) aptly states, “a risky invention” (p. 62). This is why it is indispensable for the teacher to introduce the conditions deemed favourable to support and guide students’ implementation of an interdisciplinary approach to the cognitive questions that are addressed. At the same time, however, it must be kept in mind that integration is above all a cognitive process that must be performed by the students and not the teacher or the curriculum.

5.2.4. Interdisciplinarity Conceives All School Disciplines as Important and Complementary in Constructing and Understanding Reality

As Haynes (2002), points out. “No disciplinary viewpoint is inherently or universally true or superior to others” (p. xv). School interdisciplinarity must be understood—and this is the fourth principle—from a relational standpoint, since, to achieve learning, it strives to establish exchanges, connections, and complementary links between school disciplines. This is why it is important to move beyond the views, at first glance anti-theoretical, between theoretical, methodological, instrumental, and critical interdisciplinarities (Klein, 2010) in the school context. Indeed, each discipline in the curriculum exhibits these features. The disciplines should be used in complementary fashion, particularly to avoid extreme practices such as Platonic pure ideas or a mere technicist application. Hermerén (1985) further notes the complementarity that is needed, from a
knowledge integration perspective, between knowing “that,” associated with school interdisciplinarity, and knowing “how,” associated with instrumental interdisciplinarity, i.e. between the knowledge he describes as propositional (declarative knowledge) and operational knowledge (procedural knowledge). The principle of equality and complementarity between different disciplinary contents is indispensable; moreover, it stands in contrast to a distinction between primary disciplines, seen as more important, and secondary disciplines, seen as inferior. Instead, it suggests the importance of taking into account the specific identity and functions of each mobilized discipline and its contributions.

5.2.5. Interdisciplinarity Must Combine Three Complementary Logics
We have recalled the existence of three different readings of interdisciplinarity. These readings stem from distinct social and cultural contexts. However, as a fifth principle, these three logics of meaning, functionality, and affectivity are complementary and should be interwoven when using interdisciplinary approaches in teaching practices. Otherwise put, interdisciplinarity requires the mind, the hand, and the heart, meaning a strong interrelationship between the cognitive (or epistemological), practical (or pragmatic and social), and human (ontological) dimensions, which, in our view, are fundamental components of human beings and should be at the core of any educational process.

5.2.6. Interdisciplinarity Requires Collaboration between Teachers of Different School Disciplines
Finally, the sixth and final principle we would like to suggest is that it is no longer possible today to truly master several disciplines. The era of Giovanni Pico della Mirandola, who in the 15th century set out to conquer all existing knowledge, is long gone. What is needed instead is to pool disciplinary competencies. Consistent with Bernstein (1971, 1975), an interdisciplinary approach based on integrated intervention by a teaching team will tend toward an integrating curriculum, characterized by a system of open contents and an “ample education,” as opposed to a compartmentalized curriculum based on a hierarchy of disciplines and a rigid and opaque system of closed-off contents. Numerous authors (Crawford Burns, 2002; Davis, 1995; Fourez, 1994, 1998; Hasni, Lenoir, Larose et al., 2008; Klein & Newell, 1996; Wentworth & Davis, 2002; Wineburg & Grossman, 2000) have shed light on the need for team teaching, which must be undertaken in a spirit of genuine collaboration. In interdisciplinary education, team teaching is required because solving a problem, addressing a question, or carrying out a project all require complementary processes, cognitive contents from different disciplines, etc. Crawford Burns (2002) stresses that “interdisciplinary teams should consider the needs and interests of students as well as the essential content and processes in each discipline and their application to authentic tasks” (p. 68).

6. By Way of Synthesis: A Definition of School Interdisciplinarity
In light of the various clarifications we have suggested regarding interdisciplinarity, we
would like to suggest the following definition: school interdisciplinarity is the action of putting two or more school disciplines into relation on the curricular, cognitive, and operational levels, leading to the establishment of complementarity or cooperative links, interpenetration, or reciprocal action from various standpoints (the aims, objects of study, concepts and notions, learning approaches, technical abilities, etc.). These interactions are aimed at promoting human beings’ integration of processes and knowledge. In teaching-learning practices, the teacher’s role is to establish the conditions judged to be the best, the most appropriate, to promote and support student learning processes. To draw on interdisciplinarity at school is to introduce conditions that are normally favorable to human beings’ implementation of integrating processes by mobilizing various and interrelated disciplinary angles. For, indeed, it is not the teacher who must do the integrating, but the students. They are the actors who will do the integrating, insofar as the two following basic conditions are met: first, examining the principal elements of school disciplines and their structure (conceptual knowledge and disciplinary processes) with a view to identifying interdisciplinary perspectives; and, second, implementing teaching-learning situations that require the construction of conceptual knowledge from two or more school disciplines and that require the complementary use of different learning methods.

As a result, rather than tending toward a merging of disciplines, an eclectic addition of knowledge elements, a thematic pseudo-interdisciplinarity, or a hegemony of one school discipline over the others, interdisciplinary practices involve relationships that foster mutual dependence between disciplines, free of any dominance or neglect. They are based on a consideration of the educational aims pursued, acknowledging the wealth of complementary links and of real and essential interrelationships between cognitive contents and methods, which are necessary in order to construct, express and interact with human, social, and natural reality. In a school context, the interdisciplinary perspective therefore requires an open relationship between cognitive and practical dimensions, but this relationship must also introduce the affective dimension. This brings us back to the idea of the mind, the hand and the heart, insofar as reason (reflected-on knowledge) mediates between the heart (empirical human dimension) and the hand (operational dimension).

7. Conclusion

To conclude, we would like to bring attention to a few aspects which appear essential, in our view, when contemplating the use of interdisciplinarity in school. We have clearly distinguished school interdisciplinarity from other types of interdisciplinarity. Owing to its specific features, this type of interdisciplinarity requires that the knowledge stemming from different school subjects be explicitly addressed and treated to enable learning in connection with various learning situations (problems, projects, compelling scientific or current societal question, etc.). In short, it is important to take into account the purposes and the specific identities of school disciplines in any interdisciplinary classroom approach.
This is why school interdisciplinarity can under no circumstances be an end in itself: “on an educational level, one can no longer interpret interdisciplinarity without referring to the concept of integration” (Lenoir & Klein, 2010: p. xviii). This is because its aim is to enable students to develop integrative cognitive processes and the cognitive integration of the knowledge that is gained. We thus consider that the notion of integration must include a dynamic and constructive outlook on learning, one that is meaningful and necessitates the use of cognitive elements from different school disciplines, as well as complementary and interrelated scientific processes. Moreover, it requires the realization of a set of principles that ensure it will pursue objectives that are complex, but accessible to students thanks to the mediation of teachers.

It must also be emphasized that teaching curricula have undergone substantial change over the past decades. Some have grouped together school subjects into subject domains (e.g., physics, chemistry and biology, or history and geography). Even more importantly, they have opened up to questions directly connected to social preoccupations, i.e., to peace, health, civic, environmental, and other types of education. In addition, today’s curricula stress a strong contextualization of teaching-learning situations, to root them in experienced realities. These pragmatic and/or cultural necessities (social practices of reference) consequently call for transdisciplinarity.

Academically and epistemologically speaking, the OECD publication (Apostel, Berger, Briggs, & Michaud, 1972) is an essential reference, as Klein (1990, 2010) attests. As with the notion of interdisciplinarity, beyond the many distinctions that can be made², the notion of transdisciplinarity can be approached either as an epistemological problem involving the question of meaning—which is clearly the position explicitly adopted, for example, by Resweber (1998, 2000) who sees it as a metalanguage—or as an empirical problem (Klein, 1996) involving the question of functionality and pragmatic preoccupations. In the latter case, the notion is assuredly animated by a cross-cutting perspective that posits the need to use conceptual or methodological tools in order to find an operational response to a problematic situation that requires the contributions of several disciplines, and that transcends all of them. Morin (1990) suggests that transdisciplinarity be considered not as an approach that makes it possible to “distinguish, separate, oppose, and hence relatively disconnect these scientific areas, but rather than can put them into dialogue without producing a reduction” (p. 127), to be able to “account for the multidimensional nature of all realities that are studied” (Ibid., p. 309). Such an orientation rests on the principle of a dialogue and the quest for cooperation and coexistence between the disciplines. It is no longer based on the secular and hierarchical model of the tree of science, but rather requires an educational conception geared toward the production of translators and mediators who are able to carry out this dialogue and, as a result, who are able to pose and construct questions in their

²We refer the reader to the Kokelmans (1998) analysis of the three main currents of interdisciplinary interpretation and of four currents of transdisciplinary interpretation. Also of interest is the collective work edited by Klein, Grossenbacher-Mansuy, Häberli, Bill, Scholz and Welti (2001), which deals with transdisciplinarity from a research perspective as “a new form of learning and problem solving involving cooperation among different parts of society and academia in order to meet complex challenges of society” (p. 7).
complexity and hence expand the scope of their understanding.

In basic education, it is consequently important to define transdisciplinarity by putting the focus on learning processes, i.e., by taking into account its cross-cutting function. Transdisciplinarity in school, in our view following the conception suggested by Fourez, Maingain and Dufour (2002), above all resides in transferring concepts, methods, procedures, cognitive models, etc., from one disciplinary field to another. For example, this can be the transfer of the concept of force from the field of science to that of humanities, or the transfer of the competency of writing an informative text in the language of instruction to writing an experiment report in science. The idea is a cross-cutting mobilization that plays out in the context of a project, which is especially supported by the competency-based approach. This “nomadism,” to borrow an expression from Stengers (1987), nevertheless, and especially in secondary school, requires historical and epistemological illumination to shed light on the migration that took place, as well as the related cognitive impacts and changes in meaning that are involved. This is why the transdisciplinary process must be closely supervised by the teacher or, better yet, by a group of teachers.

We also assign another feature to transdisciplinarity, namely that it takes into account common sense knowledge and practices that accompany ways of thinking and acting in everyday life; what is needed is to anchor teaching-learning situations in the complexity of life. When, beyond interdisciplinary links, teaching-learning processes draw on common-sense practices used in everyday life (a disciplinary knowledge, routines, ways of doing things, life experiences, action-based knowledge, etc.)—which are so valuable, as shown for instance by Bourdieu (1980) and Pastré (2008), for supporting these processes and constructing the meaning of action—we describe this type of transdisciplinarity as circumdisciplinarity (from the Latin circum, “around”, adverbial accusative of circus, “circle”) because it encompasses experiential practices and knowledge (Lenoir, 2000; Lenoir, Larose, & Dirand, 2006). Hence, in these teaching-learning activities, one finds more than interdisciplinarity.

Finally, whether a curricular conception and its resulting practices are interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary in nature, we would like to recall the necessity, in basic education, of never losing sight of the need for a close connection between the theoretical, methodological, instrumental, and critical interdisciplinarities discussed by Klein (2010). All learning requires these four closely interrelated components, without which neither integrative processes, nor the integration of knowledge, would be possible. Neglecting the theoretical component leads to leaving out cognitive content and its integration; neglecting the methodological component, to leaving out the learning processes (integrative operational processes); neglecting the instrumental component, to leaving out the tools needed to implement these processes; and neglecting the critical component, to leaving out the ability to distance oneself from a studied reality in order to understand it.

It must be kept in mind that the foremost mission of basic (primary and secondary) education is to educate individuals who are capable of living and finding fulfilment in
society, while being able to understand the world in which they live and being able to act on it in a thought-out and critical way. As a result, even if they must adapt to the realities and requirements of our times, primary and secondary school curricula should not fall into an exacerbated individualistic utilitarianism in their attempt to provide young generations with basic human and social education that is rich, diversified, and open. In sum, we must conceive the education of young people from an emancipatory perspective and it is our belief that the inter- and transdisciplinary approaches can significantly contribute to reaching this goal.
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